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Review Article

Run Regular, Age Slower, Be Neuroplastic
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Abstract

Background: Aging is interpreted as a physiological process, which appears in the form of progressive waning in organ function.
Oxidative stress is considered as one of the central mechanisms of aging, which can be controlled by life style modification.
Objectives: We aimed to understand the impact of exercise on aging and mental health in light of the current research.
Methods: Article search was performed using PubMed search engine.
Conclusions: Exercise is the key to boost anti-oxidant pathways to slow aging and thus improve brain function and mental health.
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1. Brief Review

Aging has been the debate for a while now, above all,
the various factors responsible for it. Based on the ir-
refutable evidence of research studies and experimenta-
tion, aging is interpreted as a physiological process which
appears in the form of progressive waning in organ func-
tion. Decline in organ function occurs at cellular and
molecular levels. Biochemical molecules which are re-
sponsible for cellular processes become blunt, rigid, and
less active to perform the labor assigned to them thwarting
the cells to work normally like they used to. It is important
to note that all of these phenomena do not occur method-
ically or simultaneously. For instance, a cell might lose a
particular function but other cellular pathways work rou-
tinely. Aging occurs in each cell of every organ resulting
in accumulative decline in bodily functions. Interestingly,
this complex physiological process is observed outwardly,
and may appear as the scheme of a hidden artist changing
the shape of life.

Oxidative stress is considered as one of the important
thoughts behind aging for the readily explanation of how
waning phenomenon takes place (1). Free radicals pro-
duced inside the cell blemish biochemical molecules and
proteins. If endogenous anti-oxidant counterbalance sys-
tem is nonexistent or not working by the book, the free
radicals will induce oxidative stress on cellular molecules
theoretically and result in aging and related diseases. In-
jured mitochondria also produce reactive oxygen species
(ROS) augmenting the damage to cellular molecules and
function.

2. Physical Fitness: Mechanism to Slow the Speed of Ag-
ing

One enormous benefit gained from the oxidative stress
theory is that delay in aging can be achieved by increasing
antioxidant defenses, concurrently delaying age-related
diseases. Thanks to accelerated medical research, we cur-
rently have plentiful evidence that exercise improves an-
tioxidant defenses by elevating antioxidant enzyme pro-
duction and as a result, aging process slows down (1).

Physical activity such as exercise has been observed
to reduce obesity, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, stroke
and other diseases that come under the pennant of
metabolic syndrome. Current evidence also shows that ex-
ercise has substantial impact on brain function and men-
tal health. Regular exercise has been found to enhance an-
tioxidant systems in the neural tissue which result in slow-
ing down brain aging and delaying onset of age-related
brain disorders. One of the many age-related brain disor-
ders is cognitive decline which is slowed or to some ex-
tent hindered by regular exercise. The doldrums of mind
commonly called mood disorders also benefit from exer-
cise and thus present as improved mental health.

3. Rewire Your Brain by Doing Regular Exercise

Brain matter, once believed a fixed tissue with almost
nonexistent ability to repair or regenerate, is considered
as the most dynamic organ now. Contrary to the previ-
ous myths, neuroplasticity and neurogenesis are the hall-
marks of complex processes which enable the neural tis-
sue to repair, modify, and resist damage. Experts wonder
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to contrive the ways of allowing and enhancing neuroplas-
ticity and neurogenesis to increase the capacity of neural
tissue to repair, adapt, and resist tiredness and injury.

In simple words, neuroplasticity can be described
as the process of increasing inter-neuronal connections
and resisting decrease in the same. In other words, a
wired brain should have the ability to rewire connections,
rewrite new neural scripts, and uphold the old ones. Cogni-
tive function and healthiness of neural tissue are roughly
the output of processes inside the neurons and inter-
neuronal connections. Degree of complexity of the same
should cause variation in the level of cognitive function.
One central process of neuroplasticity is synaptic plastic-
ity indicative of the number, structure, and functional
facets of synapses. Regular exercise and fitness activity are
thought to enhance both synthesis and release of circu-
latory factors which in turn enhance neuroplasticity and
complexity of synapses. In animal studies, runner rats
were observed with intensified synapses when compared
to sedentary rats.

Similar to neuroplasticity, neurogenesis also has an
imperative role in preserving brain function and im-
proving cognition (2). Animal studies demonstrated en-
hanced neurogenesis in hippocampus amongst running
rats, while the decline in the same ability was discovered
to be associated with aging and appearance of mood dis-
orders.

Research studies suggest the improved blood flow to-
wards the brain simultaneously carrying neurotropic and
other circulatory factors stimulated by exercise (3, 4). In-
creased amount of neurotrophins such as brain-derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF) which is associated with exer-
cise has been found in both animal and human studies.
Increased levels of BDNF allow neural tissue growth, sur-
vival and synaptic plasticity. Functional capacity of the
brain maxed out after regular sessions of exercise. Partic-
ipants involved in regular exercise had improved cogni-
tion, mood, concentration, and memory preservation.

There is ample epidemiological evidence for the close
link between mental health and physical activity. Kramer
et al. observed the direct relationship of exercise with cog-
nitive function and brain mass in older adults (5). Retirees
who continued exercise had superior cognitive function
when compared to a group of inactive retirees. The idea
cannot be overlooked due to the overall positive impact
not only on mental health but also on the entire organ sys-
tems.

The most recent observation by Fahimi et al. at Stan-
ford University School of Medicine showed that physical
activity not only caused elevated levels of BDNF mRNA
but also altered astrocytes morphology and orientation of
their projections in regularly exercising mice (6). Since

glial cells are non-neural in origin, the effect of physical ac-
tivity on glial cells further proved in their observation that
exercise had an overall positive impact on organ systems
other than affecting neural tissue. Strengthening of astro-
cytes should potentially counter aging and neurodegener-
ative disorders.

4. Our Ancestors Never Ordered Food Online but Were
Out to Hunt

Humans, to a great extent, are efficient endurance
runners. Evolutionary scientists are of the opinion that
high endurance capacity might be the evolutionary bene-
fit humans inherited from ancestors who lived an al fresco
life (7, 8). Unlike other mammals, increased anaerobic
metabolism enabled humans to run for extended period of
time and distance. Admittedly, in evolutionary history we
observe healthy and long-aged humans. Another explana-
tion is that human bodies have evolved to be dynamic to
keep its functionality in normal state. Sedentary life style
is considered as the abnormal state of the human body af-
fecting almost every organ which brings us back to the ox-
idative stress theory.

In light of the previous discussion, exercise and regu-
lar physical activity are extremely important for humans
to keep overall functionality in the normal state. Physi-
cal activity is the cheapest and easily available natural way
to delay aging and improve mental health. Regular exer-
cise should be accepted as the need of the body, not just a
leisure activity to achieve endorphin boost. Humans have
to change this behavior towards exercise and have a handle
on what the needs of their physiology are.
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